A PODCAST FOR THE NONPROFIT SECTOR.

Nonprofit Management isn’t easy. We’re here to help. The Snapcast is an interview-based podcast focusing on issues in nonprofit management—from board development, to fundraising, to volunteer management, and everything in between. We inspire our audience and illuminate the path to meeting their mission goals.

A WEALTH OF NONPROFIT GUIDANCE
There are a lot of guests on this show that provide valuable insight for anyone working for, or about to create, a nonprofit. Tune in!
~ MrBradleyjk

FULL OF PRACTICAL TIPS!
I love that this podcast is a short but valuable conversation full of useful tips and insights for nonprofit leaders.
~ Mary Hiland

GREAT “SNACKABLE” TIPS!
I love the Learning Strategies interview with Nancy! Great insights and innovative ideas discussed here.
~ Dana Snyder

PEERS AND COLLEAGUES
Great opportunity to hear what other organizations are doing and why. Nonprofits can be a challenging and rewarding environment. It is good to hear from your peers and colleagues in the sector!
~ Mickauna Love Tinker

● 15 – 30 second ad at the end of four consecutive episodes (post-roll).
● Show notes to include sponsor tag-line (also appears on website).
● Track provided by sponsor and approved by The Nonprofit SnapCast.

● Logo placement on website episode posts - $50
● Endorsement Ads In Mickey’s voice - $150
● Pre-Roll (Ad plays before the start of the episode) - $100

4 Episode Package $200

Our Audience
1,000+
Monthly Listeners
19,000
All Time Downloads
7,000+
Social Media Audience
4,000+
Monthly Website Impressions

Listeners typically hold college or postgraduate degrees.